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MR. LARRY N. STERN: I'm a consultant with Tillinghast in Hartford. I've been with
Tillinghast for the last two years, and prior to that, I was chief actuary, senior vice-
president for United Presidential of Kokomo, Indiana. I will begin our presentation
with an overview of current market analysis based on some sales surveys that the
Tillinghast office has conducted with regard to first-to-die products and also last-
survivor products. We will divide our time in three segments, dealing with first-to-die
products, last-survivor products, and reinsurance.

The panelists include Stu Kwassman from Phoenix Home Life, Richard Payne from
Genesis Development, and Bob Reele from North American Reinsurance.

Tillinghast has conducted sales surveys of first-to-die and last-survivor products for the
last couple of years. We sent out requests for this year's survey in February, hoping
to get responses by the end of March. A few significant companies that we knew
marketed these products had not responded by the end of March, and we kept the
time period open until the end of April. A number of companies did respond to our
survey. I will present a sampling of the results that we had time to tabulate in time
for this meeting. The rest of the results will be tabulated, and we hope to get the
survey responses mailed soon.

Let's first take a look at the first-to-die marketplace (see Table 1). One hundred nine
companies responded to our survey last year (1991), and 97 did this year. Eleven
companies identified with the product, but we do know that there is one significant
marketer of this product that has not responded to our survey, and we still hope to
get the results from it as well. As far as the proportions this year, the percentages
were about the same as they were in 1991 (see Chart 1).

In 1992, the total face amount is about $730 million, average of about $61 million a
month but, for the most recent month of February 1993, the sales were about $93
million (see Chart 2). So, there's been an increase over the average for 1992. The
results for the 1991 survey showed a total face amount of about $350 million being
sold. The 1992 results more than doubled what was sold in 1991. The total

premium for 1992 was $13.8 million; for 1991, it was about $11 million. There's
been an increase of almost $3 million in premium. The number of policies sold for
1992 was 4,700; for 1991 there were about 2,200 policies sold, for an average face
amount of about $150,000 in both years and an average premium of about $5,000.
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TABLE 1

1992 Rrst-to-Die Sales Survey
Average Face Amount and Premium

1992 1992 February
Total Sales Monthly Average 1993 Sales

Total face amount $730,203,849 $60,850,321 $92,944,932
Total premium 13,824,451 1,152,038 2,615,119
Total number of policies 4,702 392 451
Averagefaceamount 155,296 206,086
Averagepremium 2,940 5,798

CHART 1

1992 First-to-Die Sales Survey
Market Responsefrom 97 Companies

[] NowSellingFirst-to-DieProducts
[] Considering
[] NotConsidering

The monthly average of premium income has been about $1 million for 1992 (Chart
3); in the most recent month of February, the premium was about $2.6 million. We
have about a $150,000 face-amount policy beingsold, with an average premium in
1992 of about $3,000, but for the most recent month of February, that's about
$6,000 in premium.
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CHART 2

1992 First-to-Die Sales Survey
Face Amount

To_ Avera_
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Average Average

CHART 3

1992 First-to-Die Sales Survey
Premium

Total Average
$5,798
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19G2Monthly Februmy 1993 1992 MonSW February1993
Averl_e Average

The breakdown between universal life, par whole life, and interest-sensitive whole life,
for 1991 is very similar to what is being shown here in Chart 4 for 1992. Most of
the policies from a count standpoint are universal life or interest-sensitive in nature for
first-to-die products, but there has been an increase in the number of participating
whole-life writers.
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CHART 4

1992 First-to-Die Sales Survey
Annual Product Sales

Poli__es

FaceAmount Premium

RRr_'_ _e
[] Interest-SensitNeWhole Ufe

Chart 5 shows the breakdown for the most recent month of February 1993 between
universal life, par whole life, and interest-sensitive whole life, for number of policies,
face amount, and premium.

We have some results from our last-survivor sales survey. This market has been in
existence for a little bit longer than the first-to-die market. The number of policies sold
in 1992 was about 22,000. In 1991, there were about 23,000 policies sold. For
the face amount, we broke down policies sold, where there is just a base-policy
coverage (which excludes the last-survivor riders), and then the total face amount,
including last-survivor riders (Table 2).

The preponderance of policies in this marketplace are participating whole-life policies,
and the top five companies seem to have most of the business being produced in this
marketplace, which is why we make a distinction between including and excluding
last-survivor riders. The purpose for the riders on these policies is to help leverage the
premium at the point of sale. The average policy size with riders is a bit more than
$1 million, and it is a bit less than $1 million without riders. The results for 1991
showed that the average policy size was about $1.3 million with riders and just about
$1 million without riders.
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CHART 5

1992 First-to-Die Soles Survey
February 1993

Policies

FaceAmount Premium

I Q t_lver_UfeParWholeUfe

TABLE 2

1992 Last-SurvivorSolesSurvey

Face Amount ($00)

Number of IncludingLast- ExcludingLast-
PoliciesSold Survivor Riders Survivor Riders

Totals 21,758 $25,146,971 $14, 605,720
Average per policy 1,156 671

The total premium incomegenerated in 1992 was about $565 million(Table 3); in
1991, it was about $550 million,with average case sizesrunning about $25,000-
26,000.

TABLE 3

1992 Last-SurvivorSolesSurvey
Premium ($000s)

Ongoing Lump Sum Total

Totals $420,549 $145,114 $565,663

Average per policy 19 7 26
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Chart 6 shows new premiums written in the marketplace for each year since 1988.
The premium income has been growing from about $100 million in 1988 to $566
million for 1992. For the last couple of years, the new premium income in the
industry has been rather static.

CHART 6

1992 Last-Survivor Sales Survey
New Premiums Written

(Millions)

I
$40o.

+.i$100 _

....,_ , , +
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Allfiguresareestimatesbasedonsalessurveys.

Chart 7 shows a breakdown between 1991 and 1992 of premium and face
amounts. The top five companies in this marketplaceare producinga significant
amount of business. We've also broken it down to show you the second five
companies and then all the others that have respondedto the survey.

Chart 8 shows the distributionof the total death benefits broken down between the

base policy and rider for the top five companies, the secondfive, and all others.

One important statistic that we've captured with the survey arethe not-taken ratios
(Chart 9). V_/rththe last-survivormarketplace, a significantnumberof the policiesare
shoppedbecause of the involvementof lawyers and accountants in the decision-
making process, so companiesare expenencing, on average, about a 25% not-taken
ratio. One company respondedwith as high as a 34% not-takenratio.

Chart 10 involvespolicieswith at least one person that has been rated; the last-
survivor marketplace is very keento this. One company had as many as 90% of the
cases with an impairment, but on average, about 30-32% of the policies have at
least one person with an impairment.
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CHART 7

1992 Last-SurvivorSalesSurvey
RelativeMarket Share

1991Premium 1991FaceAmount

1992Premium 1992FaceAmount

I [] TopFiveCornpanlee [] SecondFiveCompanies[] _JEOV..

CHART 8

1992 Last-SurvivorSalesSurvey
Distributionof Total Death Benefits

Top F'n_eCompanies

SecondFiveCompanies AllOthers
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CHART 9

1992 Last-Survivor Sales Survey
Not-Taken Ratios

34.00%

23.72%
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CHART 10

1992 Last-Survivor Sales Survey
Policies Wrth At Least One Life Rated

90.00%

31.8b%,,0% _ N
Lowest Average Highest
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For the last four and a half years, Stu has worked at Phoenix Home Ufe Insurance
Company in the individual life and product development areas. He's worked on the
design, pricing, and policy-form filing of traditional, participating, first-to-die products,
as well as their traditional, participating, second-to-die products. He is also very
familiar with the design and pricing of universal life first-to-die products. Prior to
working at Phoenix Home Life, Stu worked for six years at Connecticut Mutual in the
individual-life product development area. Prior to Connecticut Mutual, he worked for
six years at Travelers. Stu will now present his perspective of first-to-die products.

MR. STUART IGNASSMAN: The joint first-to-die product provides for the payment of
the face amount of coverage upon the first of the insureds to die, where coverage is
provided for two or more lives. After the insurance payment is made, the policy
terminates without further value. Premiums are payable during the joint lifetime of the
insureds. This describes the basic structure of the joint first-to-die product. Other
variations may be found in the marketplace.

The primary reason for developing this type of product is to reduce the gross pre-
mium, relative to what would otherwise be charged, by using multiple, single-life
policies covering the same insured lives. Consumers nowadays are seeking shorter-
term, lower-cost, and more flexible insurance products. The premium requirements
are presented under a joint first-to-die policy as compared with the sum of multiple
single-life policies with the same amount of insurance on identical insureds.

Table 4 is based upon two insured lives, where the premium requirements on the joint
policy are approximately 21% less than that on multiple, single-life policies. Of
course, the internal rate of return to a policyholder upon surrender in 20 years is not
as good under the joint first-to-die policy, due to a smaller investment being made on
the joint policy with relatively greater insurance costs. The internal rate of return upon
death is better for the joint policy, due to the smaller investment in the contract.

TABLE 4

Comparison of Policyholder Cost
Joint First-To-Die and Multiple Single-Life Policies

Two InsuredLives
Both Insureds: Male/35/NS

Joint First-To-Die Multiple Single-
Policies Life Policies

Premium $7,002 (79%) $8,890
Internal rate of return cash value

@ 20 years -0.3% 3.5%
Internal rate of return death benefit

@20years 16.5% 15.7%

Table 5 is based upon three insured lives. In this case, the reduction in premium for
the joint policy is even greater than the two-life case, at a premium savings of 28%
over that from multiple, single-life policies. Now, the internal rate of return to the
policyholder upon surrender is even less, relative to the multiple, single-life policies.
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TABLE 5

Comparison of PolicyholderCoat
Joint Firat-To-Die and Multiple Singie-Ufe Policies

Three Insured Lives
Each Insured: Male/35/NS

Joint First-To-Die Multiple Single-
Policies Ufe Policies

Premium $9,570(72%) $13,335
Internal rate of return cash value

@20 years -1.4% 3.5%
Internal rate of retum death benefit

@20 years 14.1% 13.3%

Table 6 is based upon four insured lives. In this case, the reduction of premium for
the joint policy is even greater than that in the three-life case, at a savings of 33%
over that from multiple, single-life policies. The internal rate of return to the policy-
holder upon surrender is even less favorable than the two- and three-life cases relative
to the multiple single-life policies. So, as you can see, savings and premium require-
ments in the neighborhood of 25-35% are not unusual.

TABLE 6

Comparison of Policyholder Cost
Joint Firat-To-Die and Multiple Single-Ufe Policies

Four Insured Lives
All Insureds: Male/35/NS

Joint First-To-Die Multiple Single-
Policies Ufe Policies

Premium $t 1,954(67%) $17,780
Internal rate of return cash value

@20years -2.4% 3.5%
Intemal rate of return death benefit

@20years 12.3% 11.8%

To gain the perspective as to why the firat-to-die policy requires less premium than
multiple, single-lifepoliciesfor coverage provided only upon the first death, consider
what monetary value the first-to-dieproduct providesafter the first death; the answer
is nothing. Multiple, single-lifepolicies,on the otherhand, will still providethe cash
value of the remainingpolicieson the survivinginsureds. It is the presentvalue of
these remaining cashvalues upon first death that effectively reduces the cost of the
first-to-die product relative to the single-lifeplan. Note that, if the first-to-dieand
single-lifeplanswere term policies,the presentvalue of such savingswould effec-
tively equal zero, sincethere wouldn't be any remaining cash value on first death.

JOINT, RRST-TO-DIE PRODUCTS
Joint, first-to-die productdesigns aretypicallybasedupon some degree of cash-value
buildup. Joint, first-to-dieterm productshave very little marketability,if any value at
all, in providingreduced premium amountsfor a consumer. The mechanicsof the
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first-to-die product that primarily provide the means by which the premium can be
reduced is due to the shedng of the cash value, thus reducing the net amount of risk
and the cost-of-insurance charge for all insureds combined, v_rfahoutthis feature, any
significant reduction of premium would not be possible. As stated earlier, there is
virtually no difference in cost between first-to-die and multiple single-life term plans.

MARKETS FOR THE PRODUCT

This product is designedfor use in beth the personaland business markets. In the
personalmarket, it may be desirablefor use in two-income households,where death-
benefit protectionmay only be needed upon the death of either insured,but not
necessarilyfor both insureds. Forexample, a husbandand wife who are both
gainfullyemployed may requirelife insurancecoverage to pay up a mortgage on their
house if either life were to die prematurely. However, insurancecoverage may not be
requiredupon a death of the survivor.

Another personalsalessituation is where lifetimeinsurancecoverageis desired for
both insureds,but the initialcost to providethat coverage is relativelytoo high. In
such a situation, the first-to-diepolicy could providea lower initialpremium than that
of two single-lifepolicies;and, if combined with a guaranteedinsurabilityrider, could
provide lifetime insurance protection on both lives.

The third use for the product in the personal market is what has been referred to as
joint-pension maximization. Under this approach, instead of both the husband and
wife each electing a joint-and-last-suwivor annuity option under a company pension
plan upon retirement, each would elect a single-life-only annuity, which provides
higher income when both are alive. A portion of the difference between what the
couple would have received after the first death of the joint and survivor annuity
option and what they'll receive under the life-only option is deposited into a joint first-
to-die policy. The proceeds from the policy upon first death would provide the
survivor with income, as if the joint-survivor annuity option were selected.

In the business market, in buy-seU arrangements, the surviving partner or partners will
need additional cash to purchase the interest of the business from the decedent's
estate upon the death of the business partner. The cost to provide such coverage
could be kept to a minimum by using a first-to-die policy. Once again, a guaranteed
insurability ridercould be attached to the policy to provide a continuation of coverage
for the survMng insureds. In the business market, the product also may be used in
key-person sales situations at a lower premium than by using multiple, single-life
policies.

PRODUCT DESIGN ISSUES

What about traditionalparticipatingversus fixed, flexibleuniversal life (UL) design?
Most companies' first-to-die products on the market arestructured as either a fixed or
flexiblepremium universal-life-typedesign as opposed to a traditionalwhole-lifedesign.
This is the case primarily becausethe UL-type design providesfor much greater
flexibilityin terms of pricing and administrationof multiple-lifecontracts, especially
when the number of insuredspermitted is greater than two lives. The UL-type
contractson the market oftentimes provide for coverage for up to 5-8 or even 10
lives. A UL design lends itself more easilyto expandingthe number of covered
insuredspermitted under the contract.
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A traditional, participating whole-life design, on the other hand, would typically provide
for only two insured lives. The pricing of the traditional product involves setting the
dividend scale based upon the risk-class combination of insureds. One of the major
problems in trying to accommodate more than two insured lives under a traditional
plan, using an exact-age approach, is the enormous number of dividend-scale factors
that must be priced and stored. The process of pricing every quinquennial risk-class
combination based on sex, smoker or nonsmoker, and age is equivalent to pricing and
storing dividend factors for over 1,100 dsk-class combinations. For three insured
lives, the number of unique combinations increases to more than 19,000.

A number of companies will elect to use joint equivalent age as opposed to exact-age
computations in developing this type of product. One obvious advantage of using a
joint equivalent-age design is that the pricing is simpler and rate manuals are easier to
produce, since you don't have to concern yourself with a large number of risk-class
combinations. However, deriving the formula used to determine the age adjustments
necessary to form the appropriate joint equivalent ages requires a great deal of
analysis and trial and error. The major advantage of working with exact-age compu-
tations is that you'll not need to concern yourself with the task of developing an
appropriate joint equivalent-age formula. Also, joint equivalent-age formulas may
result in some unintended product-performance nuances that are difficult to overcome
for all situations. In addition, it is not clear whether joint equal age is an acceptable
approach under Section 7702 reasonable mortality rules.

UNEQUAL DEATH BENEFITS

One primarydesign considerationof these types of products is whether to providefor
unequalamounts of death-benefit coverage, dependingupon which of the covered
insuredsis the first to die. The need for unequal amountsof coverage is present in
both the personal and businessmarkets. In the personal market where a husband
and wife have significantly different amounts of annual income, the individual with the
greater income most likely is the life upon which greater coverage would be desirable.
In a business buy-sell situation, where the business partners own unequal shares in
the business, coverage would typically be desired based upon that unequal share
amount.

Will the unequal amounts of coverage be provided for directly by the basic policy or
by policy rider? In a UL-type design, it may be possible to produce a more cost-
efficient product by providing for the unequal amounts of coverage in the basic policy.
The basic policy could automatically reflect necessary death-benefit corridors specific
by insured. Under a traditional policy, the term rider is the only means of providing
for unequal amounts of coverage.

FORM-FILING CONCERNS

The preparationand filingof the joint first-to-die policy form is not much different from
that of a single-lifepolicy. Obviously,changes are made throughoutthe contract to
recognizethat death proceedsare payable upon the first of the insuredsto die, at
which time the policy terminates without further value. It is important that it is made
very clear in the policy form that the contract will terminate after proceeds are
payable upon the first death.
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Another issue that must be addressed in the filing preparation and design is the
presentation of the policy schedule pages. This becomes especially cumbersome
under a UL-type design, where the number of insureds permitted under the form can
be as great as eight or ten lives. Where do you place all these insureds in the risk
classifications on the schedule pages without the pages getting bogged down by all
of this data? This will require a significant degree of planning and coordination with
the new business unit of your company. Also, you will need to decide whether the
guaranteed cost-of-insurance rates should be presented for each individual insured or
as a blended rate.

Another concern is the modification that must be made to the application form to
accommodate a multiple-life sale, especially when more than two lives are permitted.
This will be the only plan of insurance that offers coverage on so many lives and will
disrupt the normal make-up and processing of the application form.

Another issue that must be resolved is that which results from simultaneousdeath.

Will the basic policyform provide for multiplebenefit payouts upon simultaneous
death? If so, how many payouts will it provide if, for example, three insuredsdied
simultaneously? Althoughthis would be a rareoccurrence, it must be addressedin
the policy form.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND PROPOSALSYSTBVI CONCERNS

Administrative and proposalsystems that did not providefor any multiple-life-type
policies,such as a survivorshippolicy, will need to undergocarefulanalysisto
appropriately plan for the additionalinput and output that will become necessary
under a multiple-lifeplan. If a survivorshipplan already exists, this will help a great
deal, especially if the first-to-die policyonly allowsfor two insuredlives. For those
first-to-dieplans that permit up to five, eight, or even ten lives, the administrativeand
proposalsystems will need to be designed based upon this requirement,even though
very few cases will be sold on so many lives.

Both the administrativeand proposalsystems will need to produce reportsthat display
all of the insureds'names and riskclassifications,multiple columnsof de--neff(
output, possibly dependingupon which of the insuredsis the first to die, and stating
which ridersare applicableto which insureds. And next, the policy recordwill need
to reflect all of this multiple-lifedata. Careful design will alsobe requiredto make it
less confusing to those who enter data for the issue system.

The mechanicsof the variousridersand their interactionwith one another, especially
when more than two insuredsare permitted, can become very complicated. It
doesn't matter if most of the case sizes involveonly two lives, becauseyou will still
need to address the large number insuredstype case, which will undoubtedly drain
resources.

SUBSTANDARD RISKS

There are two basicmethods for handlingtable-rated substandardrisks. One method
is used with the traditional products, and a secondmethod is used with a flexible-
premium UL-type design. Fixed-premiuminterest-sensitivedesignsmay use either
approach.
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For a traditional first-to-dieproduct, the method used would be to increase the gross
premium by a flat amount, either for life or for the later of 20 years and when the
insuredsattained age 65. The amount of the increasecould be a percentage less
than 100% of that used on a single-lifepolicy. The percentage selected may vary by
issueage of the insured or be related somehow to the other insuredlife's issue age
and rating. The substandardfiat extra needsto reflect the joint-lifeexpectancy of
both insureds,assumingboth insuredlivesare standard as compared with the actual
ratingsof the insureds. Some degree of analysis,includingthe runningof substan-
dard asset shares,will be required. In the end, it will be very important to keep the
percentagesand the formula usedrelativelysimple, especiallysince your proposal and
administrativepeoplewill have enoughother issuesto worry about.

For the flexible-premiumUL-type designs,the process will be much easier. In fact, it
will be similarto what is currentlyused with single-lifeplans. Typically,the single-life
cost-of-insurancerate will reflect the substandardrating directly. The substandard rate
will usuallyequal the standard cost of insurancerate plus a factor times the standard
or smoker cost of insurancerate. After the cost-of-insurancerate for each life is

determined, the ratesare blended. Thus, the blendedcosts of insurancerates will
automatically reflectany substandard rating. This is very convenient,because it will
automatically be reflected in the computation of the commissionabletarget, minimum
target, and guidelinepremiums.

I suppose a third method can alsobe used if the product usesjoint equivalent age.
The joint equivalent-ageformula could reflecta table rating for each insuredlife. I
would think a word of caution would be wise here, however, becausethis method
may present problems under the Section 7702 definition of life insurance.

SIMULTANEOUS DEATH

Due to the design of the product, you will need to decide whether multiplepayouts
will be made upon simultaneousdeath. The monthly insurancechargesthat are being
assessedusuallydo not reflect the cost of providingfor multiple payoutsupon
simultaneousdeath, because the monthly chargeis based upon the net amount of
risk applicableto each insured, plus a payout of the cash value upon death. Argu-
ably, the policyholderpays for the net amountof risk for each insuredlife and should
be paid multipletimes upon simultaneousdeath. The cashvalue shouldonly be paid
out once, however.

The simultaneous-deathpayout feature may providecoverageon all livesor just, say,
coverage of up to two or three lives. There may be age limitations in effect or a
reduced amount payable upon simultaneousdeath of an older insured.

The amount paidout on simultaneousdeath will be an important product feature,
becausemost of the first-to-die productson the market offer some degree of multiple
payout upon simultaneousdeath. The chancesfor simultaneousdeath are so very
smallthat many companies want to offer this feature automatically, because it
provides greater marketabilityfor the product at littleadditional cost. It must be
decided how much benefit would be provided undersimultaneousdeath of more than
two lives. If it is decidedto providemultiple payouts, catastrophic reinsurance
coverage may be desirable.
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The structure of the simultaneous death coverage will also be important. Will such
coverage be provided under the basic policy form by rider or by administrative
practice? If it is provided in the contract, it will need to be made clear how much
payout is provided, and care must be taken to ensure that payouts are not inadver-
tently provided for in both the basic contract and in a rider form.

RIDERSAVAILABLE/TERM-INSURANCE RIDER

The term-insurance rider provides for varying the amount of benefit payable depending
upon which of the insureds is the first to die. The term rider, however, is offered
more as an accommodation, because the term rates under the rider do not provide
much in terms of cost savings to a consumer by being made available on a first-to-die
basis. In other words, as stated earlier, a first-to-die term product is approximately
equal in cost to the sum of single-life term products. Thus, the more term-insurance
coverage being provided under a first-to-die policy, the less the savings that would
result, relative to the sum of multiple single-life policies.

For traditional participating policies, many companies now offer a combination paid-up-
additions and term rider, where the amount of term insurance under the rider
decreases as the face amount of the paid-up additions increases. Under the tradi-
tional first-to-die policy, the paid-up additions being provided for are first-to-die paid-up
additions. The process works the same way as for a single-life policy, but operates
more efficiently if both insureds are being provided the same target face amount of
coverage. Some companies with such products will only offer such a rider with equal
target face amounts.

Under a UL-type design, the term rider is fairly straightforward. Umits on maximum
ratios of term-insurance coverage to basic policy face amount are usually set. Some
companies permit term coverage to maturity of the basic policy, and other companies
limit coverage to an insured's attained age, such as 65 or 70. sometimes these
riders are convertible.

SURVIVOR INSURANCE PURCHASE OPTION RIDER

The survivor insurancepurchaseoption rider permits the policyholder,on the first
death, to purchaseadditionalinsurancecoverage on the lives of the survivinginsureds
without evidenceof insurability. This is effectivelya means whereby insurance
coverage is continued for the surviving insureds, some companiesallow the policy-
holderto increase coverage upon the first death by up to three times that under the
originalfirst-to-diepolicy. The new policy is based upon attained-agerates. Usually
there will be a 60- or 90-day grace period duringwhich the policyholderwould have
time to decidewhether to buy a new policy.

Some companieswill buildthe cost of this rider directlyinto the pricing of the basic
policy; that is, the rider would be provided at no additional cost. Other companies
have an explicit charge for the rider. The cost of the rider is dependent upon the
amount of additional coverage being provided by the rider, as well as to what age or
for how many years the rider will provide coverage. For example, a survivor insur-
ance purchase option rider under our contract would provide coverage until the oldest
insured has attained age 75. At such time, if a first death has not occurred, the rider
will terminate without value. Thus, in order for the policyholder to be able to utilize
benefits under this rider, a first death would have to occur before the oldest insured
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attains age 75. In fact, this limitation is what keeps down the cost of the rider. A
guaranteed insurability rider would be quite expensive if you provided coverage until
the maturity of the contract, because the first death would be almost a certain event
and would result in the offering of a standard policy without evidence of insurability,
which has considerable cost at the higher ages.

Many companies provide rider benefits until the oldest insured attains age 75 or 80,
or until each insuredattains age 75. In setting the rates of this rider, although it may
be desirable to recognize the interac'don of the risk classifications for all the insureds, it
would be too complicated to use and, therefore, impractical. Therefore, the pricing is
performed based upon the insureds being of equal age in this classification. From
there, testing would be undertaken to assure that a conservative posture was taken.
The charges for the rider can then be set as the sum for all insureds of the product of
the number of units of coverage multiplied by each insured's single-life rate.

POLICY-SPLIT OPTION RIDER

The policy-split option rider permits the policyholder to split the first-to-die policy to
multiple single-life policies. Usually limitations exist as to how the split may be made,
such as an equal split by face amount of coverage. Sometimes a processing charge
is assessed at the time of the option, but some companies will opt not to charge for
the split. The sum of the face amounts of the new policies must be no greater than
that of the original policy. Some companies will permit, however if the survivor
purchase-option rider is in effect, a split, such that _ face amount of coverage for
each insured under the new single-life policy will be equal to that under the original
policy. Usually the split will be on an original-age basis.

Administratively, this could be a somewhat complicated procedure. On a traditional
policy with tabular cash values, the process is not all that difficult. A reconciliation is
made at the time of the policy split, resulting in either a refund or charge to the
policyholder. Under a UL-type design, it may be difficult to implement the split on an
original age basis, unless the administrative system is able to permit the input of
policy values. It is desirable to make the exchange on an original-age basis to
preserve the surrender-charge period. Otherwise, the exchange of policies could be
undertaken on an attained-age basis. Of course, this method could result in future
complaints from policyholders, because the surrender-charge period would then start
anew.

The policy-split option is more commonly used than you might expect, it is used in
the case of divorce, separation, businesspartners splittingup, or any reason whatso-
ever. There are no limitsfor what the option may be used. It is commonly used
when an agent sells a first-to-die policy, and the policyholderlater changeshis or her
mind as to what plan of insuranceis right. He or she may later realizethat, although
there is a savingsin gross premiums, the cash-valuebuildupand return on invest-
ment, assuming that the insurede liveto the end of the observation period, is not as
good as that under multiple, single-lifepolicies.

ADDDON, DELETION. OR RER_CEMENT OF INSURANCE RIDER

This rider permits the policyholderto either delete, add, or replaceone or more insured
lives. This rider is of particularinterest in the businessmarket, where business
partners or key employees are replaced by other individuals. The need for the rideris
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to preserve surrender charges in the remaining surrender-charge period, as well as
minimize any inconvenience to the insureds who will continue to be provided cover-
age under the first-to-die policy.

Although it is not entirely clear, there is strong reason to believe that an addition,
deletion, or replacement of an insured would be considered a taxable event. This
may not be of much concern in the early policy years, where there would be little, if
any, gain in the contract. There may be administrative charges to process the
addition, deletion, or replacement of the insured.

DISABILITY BENEFITOR WAIVER RIDER

The benefits under a disability-benefitriderdiffer by whether the basiccontract is a
traditional plan or a flexible-premiumUL plan. A fixed-premium interest-sensitiveUL
plan may use either approach.

Under a traditional policy, the disability-benefitrider will waive the grosspremium
upon the total disabilityof a covered insured. Even if more than one covered insured
is totally disabled,the same premium is waived.

Under a UL design,the benefK underthe rideris the credit of a specifiedamount to
the policyvalue and/or a waiver of monthly deductions. If more than one covered
insuredis totally disabled,only one credit of a specified amount and/or a waiver of
monthly deductionswill be made.

When there are more than two insureds,the computationof the charges associated
with the waiver of monthly deductionscan become complicated, because the benef'¢
waived is monthly deductionson the entire policy, includingchargesfor other rider
coverages on all insureds. The waiver charges for one insuredhave an impact on the
waiver chargesfor other insureds.

Product designsdiffer as to which insuredsare provideddisabilitycoverageif the rider
is elected. One design permits the applicantto select which insuredsare to be
provided rider coverage, allowingpickingand choosing. Another designrequiresthat
all insuredsbe provided coverageif the rider is elected.

THE CHILDREN'S PROTECllON RIDER
Another rider used with a first-to-diecontract is a children'sprotection rider, which
provides term coverage on the childrenof the primary insureds. This rider is of
particular interest in the personalmarket.

There are pricing issuesassociated with the first-to-dieproduct. The mortality
assumptionused in the pricing of these productsis the same as that used in the
pricing of single-lifepolicieswith appropriateblendingof the rates.

PERSISTENCY

We use lapserates similarto those used in the pricing of single-lifeplans. Our lapse
assumptionsvary only by policy duration, so that the mix of insuredsdoes not
complicate the setting of the assumption.
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EXPENSES

The major additionalexpense over that of a single-lifepolicy is the cost of underwrit-
ing multiple insuredlives. Underwritingcosts may be even higher than the sum of
those under single-lifepolicies,becauseif only one life is uninsurableor highlyrated,
the case may be shoppedand a highernot-takan rate may result. Otherwise, l_e
expense assumptionsare fairlysimilarto those undera single-lifeplan. Sometimes
commissionrates are reduced for first-to-dieplans to minimizethe necessary
premium.

SECTION 7702, DERNITION OF MFEINSURANCE

Guidelinepremiums, as describedunder Section7702, do not explicitlystate what to
do in the case of multiple-lifeplans. Most companies, I believe, have followed
reasonableextensions to the formulas which apply to single-lifeplans.

The current proposedregulationswould tend to present a major problem in complying
with the guidelinepremium test. The proposedregulationsprovide 1980 CSO as a
safe harbor, but only for use in single-life plans. The thinking behind this proposal
was to address the investment-oriented nature of survivorship plans. It is totally
inappropriate for first-to-die plans, which are even less investment-oriented than single-
life plans. V_rrthoutthe 1980 CSO safe harbor, the computation of guideline premi-
ums would be based upon current mortality rates, which would tend to reduce the
guideline premium limits significantly, and on traditional policies would force cash
values to a level below the minimums permitted by state regulators.

The IRS has indicated that, in denying multiple-life contracts, the 1980 CSO safe
harbor was intended to apply to last-to-die contracts only as final regulations will
probably grant 1980 CSO safe harbor to first-to-die contracts.

AUTOMATED PRICING

The final subject that I will cover is what I refer to as automated pricing. Suppose
you've been asked to price a traditional participating first-to-die product on an exact-
age basis. The number of unique quinquennial risk-class combina'dons is approxi-
mately 1,100. The question is, how do you proceed to price such a product and
produce internal product-performance consistency and stillmaintain equity with other
plans? The answer, I believe, is to automate the pricing process. We were able to
develop such a process at Phoenix Home Ufe by utilizing our homegrown asset-share
program. In effect, the asset-sharemodel has to be flexible enough to recognize a
range of profit objectivesand product-performanceobjectivesprovided to a consumer.
The objectiveshave to be providedto the model with a largeenough range of
acceptabilityso that conflicting objectives couldstill be resolvedinteractively by the
computer model. If the acceptable range is set too small, the model will not be able
to solve. In addition, however, the range has to be made small enoughso that senior
management will find such results to meet its criteria.

One of the greatest benefits of the automated process is that, when you've corn-
pleted the pricing processand examine the asset-shareresults,the profit marginsfor
any cell are almost identicalto any other cell. No longerdo you obtain odd resultsat
risk classesthat are oftentimes overlooked,such as older-egefemale smokers. If you
were to try to achievethese pricingresultsmanually, through a trial-and-errorprocess,
it would probablytake you about a year of continuouswork to complete, at which
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time senior management would probably alter its commission scale on you, and you
would have to start all over again.

The aasat-share model takes about four or five hours to price 1,100 distinct cells on a
486-50 megahertz personal computer by using APL. This has been a tremendous
timesaver for us.

MR. STERN: Our next presenter is Richard Payne. He is with Genesis Development
Company. Richard has ten years of experience in the insurance marketplace and has
worked extensively on the development and pricing of U.S. and Canadian insurance
and annuity products during that time. Prior to joining GenesisDevelopment Com-
pany, Richard developed Manulife Financial's first 1980 CSO survivorship policy and
has considerable experience with both participating and UL product designs. More
recently, he has focused on asset/liability issues from both a product design and
corporate modeling perspective. Richard joined Genesis Development Company in
1992 and is currently working on a variety of unique life insurance and annuity
products targeted for the U.S. marketplace. Richard will now present his perspective
on last-survivor products.

MR. RICHARD C. PAYNE: The topic is survivorship insurance. And I guess the best
way to frame this is to imagine that you're sitting, taking an actuarial exam, and the
following question has been asked: The CEO of the company has called you into his
or her office and wants you to design a survivorship product by next week. What
should you think about before rushing off to do this?

You first need to think about the survivorship marketplace as a whole, as it exists
right now and how well the survivorship marketplace fits in with the objectives of
your carder or vice versa; what the key competitive measures are in that marketplace,
so that you focus on the right things in your product development process; what the
product-design process works out to be and how it differs from single-life product
development; and what some of the emergingtrends in the survivorahip marketplace
are.

The first thing you have to know, and this was broughtout by the data that Larry
presented earlier, is that the sun/ivorshipmarket is very different from the single-life
marketplace in that it has a much largeraverage-sizepolicy. All your unit expense
assumptionsare going to be different. You need to pitch your marketing material
differentlythan you normallydo. You're dealingwith affluent consumersand,
especially,you're dealingwith their advisors;so there's no such thing as kitchen table
survivorshipsale. By the time you actually get the policysold, you can guarantee it
will have been spreadsheetadagainst the competition. The lawyer will have looked
very carefullyat your wording; the accountant will have taken a look at his favorite
competitive measuresto see how your company stacks up as far as financialstability.
It's not anywhere near as straightforwarda salesprocess asyou may be used to in a
single-lifesale.

The price competition in this marketplace is very keen. As you can see from the
material that Larry showed you earlier, at any one time there tends to be a few top
companies in this marketplace and over time they change. But, st any one time, the
ones that are selling the most survivorship are the ones with the hottest rates, and
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that is just a fact; there's a lot of brokerage in this marketplace. Obviously, because
of the nature of the survivorship sale, where it's an estate-planning sale through and
through, for the vast majority of cases you're dealing with older aged couples; you're
dealing with more underwriting issuesthan normal. When you take a look at all those
things together, you can see that to go through and take a look at what happens if
we do a couple of 35-year-oldsis not going to be relevant,and your $100,000 face
amount is not relevant either, you really look at what's differentabout this
markatplace.

Now given that, how does it fit with the objectivesof your carder? First of all, are
the target markets of your carderand the survivorshipmarket anywhere close
together? Is there any reasonablechance that what you can sellin the survivorship
marketplacehas anything to do with what you've shown yourself to be good at
selling in the past?

How will survivorshipfit in with your distribution system? If your distributionsystem
is not prepared to deal with the level of financial expertise the clients and their
advisorsare goingto be bringing, then there's very little chancethat you're going to
be sellinganything. You may developa technicallyexcellentproduct, but it won't be
able to make it through the salesprocess. So that's why you need to think very
seriouslyabout the businessvolume that you're goingto get inthis marketplace.
And, you can't fool yourself,you can see that the top carriersdominate the market;
they have the majority of the market share. So, if you're goingto be developing
survivorship,you're swimming againsta pretty fierce tide.

The underwriting approach that you need to look at is that a largenumber of survivor-
ship cases are rated relative to single-life coverage. The industry likes to talk about
the fact that 93% of cases are placed as standard cases. I don't think that's the
percentage for survivorship. So, given that you do want to create a survivorship
product, what are the key competitive measures you need to look at? Cash to vanish
is obviously an important one, but another that tends to be favored by accountants,
and you probably know about this, although it's a little artificial, is internal rate of
return on death at 80 CSO life expectancy. This is a pretty simple model of the
mortality table. We've all heard about the squaring of the mortality curve, but this is
an extreme case. Everybody livesto the life expectancy and that's it. So that's how
you're going to have to designyour product to compete.

You need to look at agent compensation. The fact is that agent compensation is
going to be a factor in the sale, both in terms of comparingthe kindof commission
that you can pay against what other companiesare paying and in terms of how
much flexibilityyou have to riders. So that's going to be an important point.

There's minimalemphasison cashvalues inthis market. If you're taking a look at
20-year returns on cash or somethinglike that for survivorship,that is typicallynot a
measure that clients care about. These productsare bought to be placed in an
irrevocable life insurancetrust, and there is usuallyno intent that they're ever going to
access the cash. They're buyingthe product for the death benefit. There are some
businesscases where survivorshipis sold on a split-dollarbasis, and there you are
going to have to worry about how much cash you have when it comes time to roll
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out the policy to avoid the vast increase in the economic benefit that's imputed
because of the term coverage.

You need to set your product objectives when you're starting your product develop-
ment process. You need to determine your pricing assumptions, develop a first
design of the product, get feedback from all the different stakeholders in the process,
and then finally decide on a marketable product. Setting your objectives is going to
involve taking a look at your sales targets; what you can reasonably achieve there
and how that impacts your unit cost. Who are the credible competitors? You will
probably not be able to realistically formulate an objective that you're going to be
number one at every age combination in every case; that's not likely. So you need to
look at that.

DISTRIBUTION OBJECTIVES

How well does this fit in with your distributionsystem? Are you asking them to do
somethingthat they're just not equipped to do? What kind of profitabilitytargets
does your company have? These vary from carrier to carder, but they can have an
effect. What kind of perceived value can you add to the product to make it other
than a commodity sale? You want to have somethingthat providesenoughper-
ceived extra value in the product that it's going to help counteract some price
competition.

The pricingassumptionsthat you need to lookat are generallydifferent than what
you'll have in single life. You need to look at your lapseassumptions, your interest
rates, and you need to take the duration of the businessinto account; what kind of
mortality can you expect on survivorship,the expensesversus singlelife? There are
some miscellaneouspricingassumpl_onsas well.

Lapseson survivorshiphistoricallyhave been very much lower than on singlelife.
Part of that is because of the salesprocess. By the time somebody actuallyends up
buying a survivorshipproduct, they've been around with a few carders, they've been
around what theirfinancialobjectives reallyare. These products, when they're sold,
tend to be sold to someone who knows exactly what they're buying and why. Part
of the reason is the target market. The agesof the peoplethat these products are
being sold to imply that you're not going to see a lot of business movingevery year
likethe old select YRT products. Peopleare not going to get reundervvrittenperiodi-
cally to move their survivorshipcontract.

A lot of the lapse experience availablewas gathered before the growth of the
universallife and variabledesignsthat are becoming more popular as time goes on.
So you may need to take into account the fact that there were not the same
opportunities to replace business that may exist today.

Finally, there are interest rate cycles. Survivorship has been undergoing its greatest
boom during a time of declining interest rates. Whether lapse rates would continue to
remain low if interest rates suddenly spiked is anybody's guess. I suspect not. For
interest, you need to take a look at your average-versus-new-money philosophy. You
may have an average-money philosophy in your portfolio, but the amount of single
premium that you may get in on survivorship may force you to consider this very
seriously. You need to look at the cash-flow characteristics of both the base policy
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and any dump-in riders. Survivorship is probably your longest insurance liability;
taking the low lapse rates that we've experienced so far, together with the vast
deferral of mortality, result in a very, very long liability. You probably want to invest
accordingly.

For mortality, you need to look at a number of different factors. You can, obviously,
take your single life rates and put them together in a formula and come up with joint
last survivor rates. But, you need to take a look at some other factors. You need to
look at the joint accidental-death probabilities. You can get some idea of that from
motor vehicle records. You need to look at what you expect the heartbreak effect to
be. How much does mortality really go up for the surviving spouse? You need to
think about differential lapses. The fact that most carriers are using a Fresierized
design implies that they at least implicitly have assumed that all the lapse rates from
the different statuses are the same. That may not be the case, and you might want
to take a look at the impact. These are all factors that tend to increase mortality
relative to just using the textbook approach.

But, there are two things that I think also lead to an improvement in the mortality
assumption. One is the low lapses that have been experienced. Once again, this
means that ff you have been working with a single-life mortality table that has, for
instance, a 7% underlying lapse rate implicit in it, then, if you're not getting those
antiselective lapses on survivorship, you're going to have better mortality, even
without imagining that there's going to be any projected improvements in mortality.
And, the second point, given the target market that survivorship is being sold to, you
have to wonder if there's any socioeconomic group that's going to benefit from
improvements in medical care in the future. Who is it likely to be? It's probably the
people who can afford to buy survivorship.

Your expense assumptions need to cover the standard product development and
system development. There are a few wrinkles in the system development that you'll
probably want to take into account. Underwriting and issue expenses will be higher
than for single life, at least because you're underwriting two people. They're also
older and tend to have more impairments. You need to look at your maintenance
expense, and you need to look at your reinsurance costs.

There are some minor things that really don't fit in anywhere else: risk-based capital;
the face-amount related factor. It is kind of odd that it doesn't vary by age even for
single-life business, but for survivorship at the younger ages, the risk-based capital
factor for net amount at risk is pretty high relative to your underlying q, so you may
have a lot of contributable surplus, whatever you want to call it, that's related to that
factor. You need to look at the impact of taxes; how they interact with the cash-
value scale that you have on the product. And, finally, you might want to consider
having higher retention for survivorship than for your single-life business.

So the first thing to do, having gone through these assumptions, is a first-cut design.
The choice of chassis may be pretty easy with most carriers if you don't want to
spend the money to develop a variable UL product. If you're a stock company, then
it's pretty easy which design you're going to use.
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Most carders are using single-status cash values now. This tends to make the state-
approval issues easier, and it certainly simplifies the administration.

You want to sat your premium. For a UL design, that would be your target level.
For a traditional design, you want to set the level, and you also want to sat the
pattern. Not all of the products that have been selling in the marketplace have had
level premiums.

You want to take a close look at your guarantees and credited interest. I don't want
to rehash sessions, but you might want to be thinking seriousiy about some of the
guarantees that you may in the past have assumed would never kick in.

Obviously, there's a mine field here. How do you treat substandard lives for survivor-
ship? There was a bit of a slinging match last year between companies and how to
do this. I don't know what the correct answer is, and I'm not sure anybody does at
this point, but you certainly want to take into account what the IRS has said so far.

So, from this first-cut design, you get feedback from all the different stakeholders:
clients and their advisors, agents, your underwriting, administration, and systems
groups, and, obviously, marketing, valuation, and financial. It's quite likely that
valuation and financial may have some issues in l_ng to value this business for the
first couple of years, but you can generally get around that with a couple of APL
programs.

Having gone through a couple of Iterations, you develop your final rates. This takes a
little longer than you might expect. As Stu alluded to, you need to look at many
different age combinations. You file your product, you develop your proposal system
and markeling material, and you take it out to market. So you now have your
survivorship product.

The next thing you need to think about is what to do for an encore. The demand
outlook for survivorship is very favorable; it's hard to imagine that estate taxes are
going to go down in the near future.

Variable products are beginning to become a force in the marketplace. It's a little bit
early to say anything about that; we don't have sales results yet. At this point,
there's a lot of euphoria about the stock market, but you will recall that it dropped
sharply in October 1987. So, you might want to think about some kind of hybrid
design where you have a variable product but with some kind of underlying
guarantees that are meaningful to policyholders.

We all tend to think of survivorshipas being the u_mate, complicated, agent-sold
product. But it's not hard to imagine circumstances in which you might want to sell
survivorshipthrough a simpler, alternate, nonspecialistdistributionchannel. For
example, if the unifiedcredit was vastly reduced, or if it went away, more people
would be interestedin survivorship. You might want to think about whether you can
efficiently deliver it to them by usingyour existingdistributionsystem.

MR. STERN: Rob Realebegan his actuarialcareerat Mutual Ufe InsuranceCompany
of New York in 1978. After various rotationsin group health, corporateactuarial, and
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reinsurance, Bob settled in the individual life product area. For two and a half years,
Bob was responsible for the actuarial support and direction of all new business and in-
force illustration systems. In 1986, after Bob attained his Fellowship, he soon was
reassigned to the individual-product pricing area as a product actuary. After support-
ing the pricing efforts of various par whole-life product developments, Bob was
responsible for the pricing and the implementation of a last-survivor whole-life plan. In
1989, Bob left Mutual of New York to become a marketing actuary for North
American Reinsurance. And, in 1990, he was promoted to his current position as
head of the marketing actuarial department, with responsibilities including review of
pricing and establishment of pricing guidelines. Bob will now present his viewpoint on
the reinsurance angle to multilife products.

MR. ROBERTJ. REALE: We've heard about the pricing and design issues of both
first-to-die and last survivor. Although I will present the reinsurance view here, I was,
back in 1988, a pricing actuary who developed a last-survivor plan. The policy was a
Frasierized participating whole-life plan, with the typical bells and whistles like one-year
term and single-premium riders. There are four points of interest from that job I'd like
to share with you.

The first point is on the morality results to be expected. For the mortality pricing
assumption, i assumed a slightly conservative mortality level for each life to recognize,
to some degree, the contagion risk. After Frasierizingthe rates, I assumed that during
the life of the plan, mortality results would be as expected. From the reinsurer's
perspective, people don't die off in bits and pieces, obviously. W'_h the typically large
face amounts or relatively few policies associated with last survivor, the year-to-year
volatility of claim results can be quite high.

Second, I included a statement in the policy that asked that the insurance company
be notified of the first death as soon as possible. Most last-survivor policy forms I
have seen include a similar statement, so that timely investigations and appropriate
contestability are still an option. Yet, I wonder how well we are being informed of
the first death. Someone told me of a study conducted by a company to find out
how many of its last-survivor policies were in a single-life status. It found more
policies in a single-life status than expected. This study indicates that we may be
giving away the contestability protection as well as being underreserved.

The third point is related to underwriting. In discussing the last-survivor product with
the company's underwriters, one underwriter asked if the older life really needed to be
underwritten, because the younger life would probably live longer. I stressed to these
underwriters that the assumed mortality counted on normal underwriting of both lives.
I mention this to point out that the practices adopted by an underwriting department
should be known, either informally or formally, and reflected in the mortality rates and
also communicated to your reinsurer.

My final point is related to obtaining reinsurance. My prior company had a $3 million
retention limit. For single-life products, retention costs typically did not impact results
to any great degree; however, reinsurance would certainly have an impact on last
survivor. The initial reinsurance rates I received were quite high. I thought these
reinsurers were crazy. Additional reinsurance quotes came in that were acceptable
and reinsurance terms were agreed to. Having spent the last four years at North
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American Reinsurance, I still think some reinsurers are crazy at times, but my defini-
tion of craziness has changed.

I will compare my view of reinsuring first to die with that of last survivor. For the
most part, my perspective is focused on the mortality aspects. I have noted six areas
that differentiate these two products for reinsurers. The reinsurance needs for first to
die are typically much less than for last survivor, due to the market that each of these
products are focused on. Although first to die face amounts can be quite large,
especially when purchased for certain business situations, the average policy size is
typically under $200,000. Last-survivor average sizes range from $1 million to $3
million, due to the estate tax-planning sales. If the unified credit for an estate
decreases from the $600,000 level to the $200,000 level, the last-survivor average
size may come down. Also, if last survivor gets popular as a family-type plan, face
amounts will also be low there.

We see the issue ages for last survivor, mostly in the 40s through 60s, frequently in
the 70s, and sometimes higher. We also notice a higher percentage of rated busi-
ness. Both of these typically generate more reinsurance needs, as retention limits are
usually reduced at higher ages and ratings. If the first to die has a large simultaneous
death benefit or a guaranteed insurability option to continue insurance on the survivor,
coupled with an increasing coverage, reinsurance would be needed. This would be
similar to the beneficiary insurance rider sometimes used in the second-to-die market.
The last survivor, the estate preservation rider, where coverage is typically doubled in
the first four years, calls for additional reinsurance attention.

Reinsurers feel comfortable about reinsuring first to die. The mortality aspects are
much closer to single life, and, certainly, premiums are larger, and that's always nice.
The concerns would primarily be related to the simultaneous death payments and
continuation of coverage. Reinsurersdon't like to reinsure only this potential risk and
typically like to have some portion of the base policy at issue. This will allow
reinsurers to participate in the more stable mortality results of the policy to offset the
antiselective forces of these riders. Also, limits to the potential increase are needed so
as to reduce the potential risk as well as to find the capacity to reserve on these lives
in case additional insurance is purchased and retrocession is then needed.

For last su_ivor, about a half-dozen reinsurers in the U.S. market readily accept this
business. There is over $25 billion of reinsured last survivor in force as of December
1992. Over $20 billion is reinsured by these active reinsurers, each with from $1
billion to $5 billion in force. The remaining reinsurers will either decline to participate
or reinsure last survivor only if they are reinsuring the company's single-life business
as well. Given the relatively limited number of policies sold, as well as potential
volatility of mortality results, the reaction by the reinsurance industry seems
appropriate. To reduce the volatility, last-survivor reinsurance with more than one
reinsurer is almost always done on a quota-share basis rather than on an alpha-split
basis. Some companies have set up a pool of reinsurers to obtain the necessary
reinsurance support.

Besides the different overall mortality levels one might expect, as a result of selling to
different markets, last survivor has some unique mortality risks. Simultaneous death
risk is more evident in last survivor, as almost all sales are to a married couple;
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certainly it has more importance than for first to die, where a death benefit would be
payable anyway. We have estimated the expected extra mortality due to this
contagion risk; and, suffice it to say, we would need much more last-survivor
business to test our assumptions. I'm well aware of a few simultaneous deaths to
date where both lives were killed in airplanecrashes or mountain-climbing accidents,
so it does happen.

Another contagion risk is the heartbreak effect, where the surviving spouse's ex-
pected mortality increases as a result of losing a loved one. This increase in mortality
may also be evident prior to an impending death, which may have some impact on
the insurable life's mortality when coupled with an uninsurable life.

The lapsation effect is another factor. Many companies assume a level pricing lapse
of 5% for all in-force, last-survivor policies. It seems that for Fresierizedpolicies,
however, lapse rates are likely to be higher for those policies where both insureds are
still alive. I give three reasons for this. The split option for tax changes and divorce
apply only when there is a two-life status in force. Divorce would not apply to those
in a single-life status. Second, those in a single-life status have a good deal and are
likely to hold onto their policy. And, third, replacement activity is likely to happen,
and I'll give four reasons for that.

First, last survivor is typically sold in a competitive market with sophisticated buyers
looking for the lowest price. This would generally lead to replacing if the next
generation of products is cheaper. Second, the select-and-ultimate mortality, as a
result of underwriting, applies to two lives, creating a more dramatic select-squared
versus ultimate-squared comparison. Third, after 10 or 15 years for Frasierized
products, the mortality charge is a blend of single- and joint-life statuses. A replace-
ment to a new last survivor, starting with only joint-life charges, again, can be a
better deal despite the older issue ages. And fourth, given the high sizes and
correspondingly high commissions involved, agents may push harder for these
replacements.

The results of the lapsation effect can be dramatic over time. For example, assuming
a 10% lapse rate for those in-force policies where both are alive, and no lapses after
one dies, the mortality rate in the twentieth policy year would be 160% of the
Frasierized rate assuming no differential. A 22% rate differential would generate a
mortality rate in excess of the Frasierized80 CSO rate. These numbers were based
on a 55-year-old couple and a typical mortality assumption.

Normal underwriting typically applies to both lives for first to die policies. For last
survivor, a number of issues arise. To save some underwriting cost, requirements by
policy size may be lowered, or more liberal standards may apply to the older life.
Second, the underwriter may give a lower rating than warranted, due to the minimal
impact in premium. In some cases where a joint equal-age approach is used, there
may be no impact on rates. Such actions will, of course, affect mortality and should
be accounted for in the rates or discouraged.

Many of the underwriting rules for assigning debits and credits were based on data
for the under-70 age group. These rules may not be appropriate for those aged 70
and older, a significant last-survivor market. Also, if your company has traditionally
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not written large policies, the underwriters may not be familiar with the financial
underwriting needed. When uninsurables are involved, the uninsurable risk still needs
to be underwritten for possible contagion risk.

Finally, for certain risks, such as aviation, they present a problem. If the flat extra for
a pilot is, say $3.50 per thousand, how does this get applied in last survivor? If the
extra mortality is blended into a Frasierized rate or a rate-up in age is used, the $3.50
rate practically disappears. Can we assume that the contagion risk is minimal? A
wealthy pilot may travel with his or her spouse quite often, and what if they're both
pilots?

We have found the expenses incurred for last survivor to be much more than twice
the level of single-life business. The older ages and larger face amounts typically
generate a lot of underwriting material to review, with cases taking three or four times
longer for the reinsurer's underwriter to complete. Because some companies have set
up pools or reinsurers where some reinsurers may not provide facultative services, the
ratio of facultative to automatic cessions is higher than otherwise would be. And,
due to the higher percentage of rated cases, more facultative shopping typically
occurs. Second, agents also shop the case among a number of companies. Both of
these contribute to a lower placement rate. Administrative expenses and retrocession
costs in handling muitilife cases are high as well. And, for last survivor, these
expenses are a significant percentage of the reinsurers YRT rate.

Finally, when negotiating for a reinsurer for YRT rates, what may make it difficult is
what I'm calling the assumption impact on rates. A higher, single-life mortality
assessment by the reinsurer will have more of an impact on last survivor. For
example, suppose the reinsurer has assumed a mortality rate that is 10% higher on
each life than you assumed. Let's ignore expense and profit charges for now. For
single-life business, the reinsurer's rates will be 10% higher than your rates. For last
survivor, in the first year, it's the 1.1 squared or 21% higher and over 18% higher in
the first 20 years on a present-value basis. And for first to die, the reinsurer's rate
will be slightly less than 10%. This could add to more difficult negotiations.

I'd like to finish with a comment on volatility of last-survivor mortality. I did some
Monte Carlo simulations on single and last-survivor businessand had some interesting
results. The simulationswere basedon actual in-force single-and joint-lifebusiness
from one of our clients,reflectingactualage, smokingstatus, sex ratings, and
reinsured riskamounts. I assumed 1,000 singleand 1,000 last-survivor policieswere
issued for one year. The single-lifeblockhad an averagesize of about $400,000 and
an average age of 45. The last-survivorblock had an $1.8 millionaverage size and
an average age of 53. Over the first f'_e years, the probabilityof losing $2 million or
more in any one year for both singleand last survivor is around2%. The probability
of losing$5 millionor more is 0.2% for last survivorand zero for single life.

Lookingat durations16 through 20, the probabilitiesfor lossesfor single life are
similar to those during the first five policy years, but for last survivor, there's more
than a 17% chance for a $2 million or more loss in any one year and a 6.5% chance
for a loss of $5 million or more. These results were based on similar mortality
assumptions and the appropriate YRT rate schedules. The above results do not
reflect any charges for expenses and profit that were built into the YRT premium-rate
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schedules. Although these results are illustrative, they do point out the need to
consider some analysis in determining your retention limits for last survivor. Remem-
ber that, unlike your single-life portfolio, the average retained last-survivor face amount
may be very close to your retention limit.

In closing, I'd like to say that, as a reinsurer, multilife products present an exciting and
challenging opportunity. Much of the multilife business is an additional market, rather
than replacing what would have been issued as a single-life coverage. For last
survivor, the large face amounts have generated a fair amount of new reinsurance,
and that's pretty good.

MR. SOLOMON GOLDFINGER: I have a question on first to die. About what
percentage of the cases involve more than two lives?

MR. KWASSMAN: That I don't know. Our product is a traditional product with two
lives. I commented on the UL design to give a perspective. We have looked at UL-
type designs, but I have no idea. I was speculating that most of the cases would be
two lives because, of course, the personal market would be ell two-life cases. But I
don't know how many would be more than two-life-type cases. Do you know,
Larry?

MR. STERN: Our survey did ask the number of lives that are covered under the
policies, but it didn't ask the question with regard to how many are being issued. It's
my gut reaction that Stu's answer is probably right. For the most part, I think first to
die products have been incorporated in the family-needs market so it would be two
lives. We are definitely seeing much development, where up to ten lives can be
added. But as to how many policies are being issued for more than two lives, we
don't have the number on that yet.

MR. GOLDFINGER: The reason I asked the question is because the premium
difference is not as much as your client would think. You can often sell two separate
policies when it's two lives, because the extra premium is only 20% or so. BUt, if it
involved multiple lives, that probably would be more difficult. In terms of the com-
ments made as to why lapses could be higher, I just want to caution that survivorship
tends to be lapse-supported in terms of profitability. So if you're making an assump-
tion that has a higher lapse rate, if in fact you're experience tums out to be better
from a lapse perspective, that could affect your profit-ability in dividend scales. There
is some balancing that needs to be done there.

MR. BENJAMIN L. MARSHALL: Larry, you had information about the top five JLS
carders, and I wonder if you'd be able to share who those top five are.

MR. STERN: Our practice with regard to our surveys is to not identify companies by
name. We do list the companies that have supplied information in alphabetical order,
but we don't associate any of the numbers with the companies themselves; we give
all results in aggregate.

MR. MARSHALL: Richard, regarding your JLS choice-of-chassis comments, you
indicated that the choice may be made for you, depending on your circumstances. I
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wonder if you might comment on the pros and cons of the variable UL and the par
designs, if more than one option is available to you.

MR. PAYNE: Sure. If you're designing a two-life product, I'm not sure if there's any
particular advantage or disadvantage to the different chassis. At this point, variable
products, as we've been hearing, are hot in the marketplace. So that's not really a
function of the product design; the investments are doing better backing the product.
Clearly though, if you're looking at a product that covers more than two lives, to try
to do it in a traditional framework becomes increasingly difficult as you get more and
more lives. It depends on what your administration system can do obviously, but you
can easily foresee singlehandedly reviving IBM's fortunes by ordering a few billion disk
drives if you have a ten-life product, so you probably want to stick with a UL-type
design in that case.

The other advantage that the UL design has is, of course, that you can have target
premiums that are relatively low, so the way that you want to address the market-
place is to have a price-competitive product. If agent compensation is not as high on
your list as a competitive product, then a UL design may be the correct approach for
you.
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